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BGU Students In Washington March 
By JUDY EICHER 
Assistant Feature Editor 
Priests and ministers, black 
nationalists, artists and enter- 
tainers, members of the Amer- 
ican Nazi Party, a special "Hell, 
no, we won't go!" contingent and 
12 BGSU students were among 
the 25 different groups Involved 
In Saturday's peace march on the 
Pentagon. 
Most newspapers estimated the 
throng at 35,000, but others said 
that more than 100,000 persons 
were assembled at a pep rally 
before the Lincoln Memorial at 
noon, Sat. 
The actual march on the Pent- 
agon began around 3:30 p.m., with 
the demonstrators slowly moving 
across Memorial Bridge to 
the Pentagon entrance. 
It took four to five hours to 
get everyone over there," said 
BGSU participant Dave Opper, 
sophomore In the College of Lib- 
eral    Arts.       There   was   almost 
no counter - demonstration, 
everyone moved peacefully until 
the demonstrators tried to enter 
the Pentagon." 
According to newspaper ac- 
counts armed guards stood atevery 
exit and entrance to the build- 
ing and on the roofs. Demon- 
strators crowded around the fen- 
ces and the troops. Youths 
helped people up nearby hills while 
others urged them on with cries 
of "come on up! We need you 
here. This Is neither Illegal nor 
dangerous." 
Both Opper and Steve Llpson, 
sophomore In the College of Bus- 
iness Administration feels that 
the marchers did not use the vi- 
olence they have been charged 
with. "MP's clubbed people and 
used tear gas,"  said Llpson. 
We wanted to convince those men 
with the billy clubs and tear gas 
that we wouldn't have been there 
if It hadn't been for them. We 
have  to convince the government 
that the    populace    doesn't   want 
war," said Opper. 
Saturday afternoon someone had 
placed a flower on the seat of 
a policeman's motorbike. "He 
became very upset about the whole 
thing," said Llpson, "but basic- 
cally he was bothered because of 
people trying to get peace." 
Both Opper and Llpson em- 
phasized that the "hippie" type 
of people were not Involved in 
the demonstartlon. "The type of 
Halght-Asbury drug and LSD user 
was not there. The people ranged 
from businessmen to veteran to 
one very old lady who was col- 
lecting   donations,"   said Opper. 
"Everyone was very friendly," 
said Opper and Llpson, who went 
with five BG students on one of 
nine Cleveland buses. "Weshared 
food and built bonfires. There 
were students there from Calif- 
ornia, four buses came from Ob- 
erlln, and 12 buses from New York 
City College." 
Both Opper and Llpson, "non- 
draft card burners," feel that the 
aim of the march was "eternal 
peace with everyone-even your 
next door neighbor." 
"I think that if the students 
here really knew what happened 
they would have wanted to have 
gone because they basically don't 
want war," said Opper. 
As the crowd listened to baby 
doctor Benjamin Spock cry, "The 
enemy Is Lyndon Johnson; the 
war Is disastrous In every way, 
apprehension about the estimated 
5,000 troops flown to guard the 
Pentagon was mixed with enthus- 
iasm. 
Demonstrators held signs, some 
printed by the National Mobiliz- 
ation Committee, organizer of the 
rally, and many more handmade 
but expressive — " Napalm-- 
Johnson's   Baby   Powder,"  "Save 
Lives, Not LBJ's I-ace." 
Newspapers reported that by 9 
p.m. most out of town protestors 
had left, but at midnight Satur- 
day 2,000 to 3,000 persons hold- 
ing their ground at the Pentagon. 
When the peaceable assembly per- 
mit expired at midnight Sunday, 
240 men and women who refused 
to leave were arrested. The total 
number of arrests were 679. Au- 
thor Norman Mailer was the only 
one given a Jail sentence. 
There were also speeches by 
Dick Gregory, Vietnamese and 
British peace leaders, and a 
performance by Peter, Paul, and 
Mary. Before the group sang 
"Wasn't It A Terrible Time?" 
and "The Wheel of Life" Peter 
V arrow, of Peter, Paul and Mary, 
said "In all our hearts, we be- 
lieve that we must end this war 
before we cease to exist as a 
mural and decent nation." 
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Egypt, Israel Renew 
Fighting Across Canal 
Cairo(AP)-In renewed fighting In 
the Middle East yesterday, Egypt 
said It shot down one Israeli Mir- 
age Jet fighter and damaged four 
tanks on the east bank of the Suez 
Canal. Cairo military communi- 
ques reported Israeli shells were 
directed against the city of Suez 
and- the oil refineries on the out- 
skirts. 
It is thought that the Israeli 
military action could be the pre- 
lude to drastic retaliation for the 
sinking of the Israeli destroyer 
Klath off the Sinai Peninsula Sat- 
urday night. The Elath was sunk 
apparently with the Sovlet-bullt 
Styx ship to ship missiles and pos- 
sibly with the aid of Soviet tech- 
nicians. Figures released yester- 
day said the sinking killed 19 
Israelis, left 28 missing and 91 
wounded. 
Israeli government leaders con- 
ferred with military officers In 
Jerusalem yesterday. Officials 
weretlght-llpped over what, course 
• the government might take. How- 
• ' ever, In a broadcast to the Israeli 
nation, Prime Minister Levl Esh- 
kol called the Egyptian attack "a 
wanton and unprovoked attack. The 
blood of our sailors, like the blood 
of our civilians and soldiers will 
not be shed wantonly." 
Eban Talks Hard Line 
' And In the United Nations yes- 
terday, Israeli Foreign Minister 
Abba Eban challenged any Idea that 
his country might soften Its pos- 
ition on seeking a Middle East 
solutions without face-to-face 
talks. He said direct talks were 
"the best way" but did not say ■ -' they were the only way. 
Eban used even stronger terms 
In rejecting suggestions that Is- 
rael withdraw from the territor- 
ies It occupied In the war last June. 
"Until the new peace map Is ne- 
gotiated, the present cease-fire 
map will be fully maintained," 
he added. 
U.S. Arms Shipments Resumed 
In Washington, press officer Ro- 
bert J. Mc Closkey said the de- 
cision falls within the "spirit of 
restraint" aimed at holding down 
the Near East arms race. 
But the State Department 
'** spokesman noted also that the So- 
viets have been sending large ship- 
ments to their Arab friends since 
the war and have offered military 
equipment to others. 
The Arab countries which pre- 
viously received U.S. arms need 
spare parts to keep up their de- 
fenses, he said. 
Besides Israel, the countries to 
get the resumed U.S. military ship- 
ments are Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, 
Morocco, Libya, and Tunisia. 
Israel will receive some planes 
promised before the June war as 
well as parts, repair equipment 
and components for Items such as 
radios which are assembled In Is- 
rael, McCloskey said. 
The shipments to the Arab coun- 
ties will consist largely of com- 
munlcation equipment, trucks, 
parts and construction materials 
plus a "small number" of air- 
craft promised to Libya and Mor- 
occo before the conflict, said Mc- 
Closkey. 
U.N. Day 
Observed 
About €5 people stood In the 
Amphitheater yesterday In a ser- 
vice for Peace obervance of Un- 
ited Nations Day. 
Presiding at the noon-service 
was Rick Helwlg, president of the 
student body. 
The main sp k rs were Joe 
Scott, president of the Newman 
Foundation, Paul Hammock, pres- 
ident of the United Christian Fel- 
lowship, David Alex president of 
At id, Paul Reuben, president of 
the World Student Association and 
President Jerome. 
The Sabbath Prayer was led by 
David Alex and the Litany for 
International Peace was led by 
Paul Hannock. 
Rick Helwlg spoke of today's 
student as the answer to the peace 
of tomorrow. 
President Jerome's proclama- 
tion speech was mainly for the 
abolishment of dissent and the con- 
flicts   which   make people fight. 
He commented on the new Middle 
East Hair-up by saying, "Because 
of what Is happening In the Mid- 
dle East, there Is more need for 
a world organization. Through 
this organization there Is all the 
mire reason for the hope of peace 
In the world." 
Father Trautweln, pastor of St. 
Paul's Episcopal Church, thanked 
all those people that helped make 
United Nations Day possible and 
told of the strivings that this 
organization has made In promot- 
ing world peace. 
WITH THIS SIGN,   MURDER IN THE CATHEDRAL' IS SET 
. . . Priest James Erbe blesses Knight Jim Burton 
(Photo by Larry Nightswander) 
300 Pints Of Blood 
Needed For Quota 
Three hundred pints of blood ■ 
must be obtained by tomorrow to 
meet the minimum quota set by 
the American Red Cross for 
BGSU's contribution to the Blood 
Bank. Donations will be taken from 
11 a.m.-5 p.m. today and 10 a.m. 
-4 p.m. tomorrow in the Student 
Medical Center (not In Memorial 
Hall as In previous years). 
If the quota of 300 pints Is 
reached, the Wood County Chapter 
of the American Red Cross will 
replace, free of charge, any blood 
needed by students or faculty mem- 
bers of BGSU while anywhere in 
the United States this year. A 
donors Immediate family Is In- 
cluded In this plan. BowlingGreen 
has never failed to meet the re- 
quirement and has often surpassed 
it In previous years. 
Cralg Morton, co-chairman of 
the campus Blood Bank Committee, 
urges all dormitory groups, fra- 
ternities,  sororities,  faculty and 
staff members to conduct exten- 
sive enrollment campaigns among 
their associates since from 350 
to 400 people are needed to ob- 
tain the 300 pint quota. 
Volunteers must be between the 
ages of IB and 60. Donors be- 
tween the ages of 18 and 21 must 
have the signed parental consent 
forms obtainable at their dorms 
or in the U.A.O. office. 
Although walk-ins are invited, 
to prevent any unnecessary wait- 
ing It Is asked that appointments 
be made at the Medical Center a- 
head of time. Refreshments a- 
walt all donors after their con- 
tribution Is taken. 
The collection will be under the 
direction of the American Red 
Cross and their trained nurses and 
personnel, assisted by the Univer- 
sity physicians, plus the help of 
Alpha Phi Omega, Omega Phi Al- 
pha, and Angel Flight. 
'Murder...' 
On Stage 
Thursday 
It looks like another sellout 
week for University Theater if 
the lively Monday morning ticket 
sales are anv indication of the in- 
terest In this week's presentation, 
"Murder In the Cathedral." 
T.S. Eliot's historical drma, 
directed by Jann Graham Glenn, 
a doctoral candidate In speech, 
will be performed In the Main 
Auditorium of University Hall at 
8:15 p.m., Thursday through Sat- 
urday, Oct. 26,27, and 28. 
Tickets are now on sale at the 
box office In University Hall and 
are going fast, officials said. 
"Murder in the Cathedral," 
written In 1935 for performance in 
the Canterbury Cathedral, Is the 
best known of Eliot's seven verse 
dramas, and centers around the 
historical figure, Thomas A. 
Beckett. The drama alsoexplores 
the meaning of the act of martyr- 
dom. 
Sophomore Robert Bartsonplays 
the Archbishop Thomas a Beckett, 
while other major performers In- 
clude James Erbe, Leonard Dur- 
so, and Steven Cohen, who play the 
parts of priests. 
Playing dual roles of knights and 
tempters are Richard C. Lohman, 
James R. Burton, Tracy J. Davis, 
and Peter Brouwer. The women 
of Canterbury are played by 
Suzanne P. Radllff, Olga Deml- 
dow, Barbara L. Wlsmer, Maur- 
een G. Brlgham, Stephanie Fer- 
guson, and Mary Gallagher. 
John Hepler, associate pro- 
fessor of speech will provide his 
200th set design at the University. 
Reserved seats may be obtained 
at the University Theater box office 
for the regular admission price 
of $1 for adults and $.25 for child- 
ren, and $.10 for University stu- 
dents. Reservations may be made 
by calling 353-8411, ext. 3303, 
from 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. dally. 
Miami U. Senate 
Refuses To Adopt 
Quarter System 
The Miami University Senate re- 
fused to adopt a quarter system 
and reaffirmed an earlier decision 
to remain on the trl-mester sys- 
tem  In a meeting held Monday. 
The Senate, which Is composed 
of faculty members and staff, was 
acting on a request of the Ohio 
Board of Regents asking all state 
assisted universities to change to 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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President Johnson 
Edito^Xai/ 
Presidential Problems 
Two years ago this month, President Johnson was as ex- 
ultant as the winning quarterback of the MAC. 
The first session of the 89th Congress -- "the best Con- 
gress ever assembled ... my Congress," Mr. Johnson 
called it — drew to a triumphant close. Behind it was the 
flood of Great Society programs, and Mr. Johnson's broad 
legislation was the talk of the country. 
This year there will be no celebrations. Mr. Johnson's 
rapport with Congress has vanished, lie doesn't like what 
they're doing to him anymore. 
The 10 percent surcharge, 
considered by the ' Presi- 
dent to be his most impor- 
tant piece of legislation 
this year, has just been 
handed back to him by some 
of his closest friends in 
the Capital. Democratic 
and Kepublican leaders of 
the tax-writing House ways 
and Means Committee have 
pronounced the bill offic- 
ially "dead." 
The  Mouse of Itcprescn- 
tatives   recently   excluded 
Sioverty    program    workers 
rom a general government 
employes      pay    increase. 
And,  lust week the House 
voted  238  to   16-1 to order 
the   President   i<>  r<*duce 
nuninilil.iry   spending  S7.1 
billion   in   the   current  fis- 
cal year. 
Only 67 of Mr. Johnson's 172 legislative requests (less 
than half) have been approved by Congress, and lawmakers 
are lalking of giving up and going home. 
Even the "continuing resolutions," normally routine 
measures to tide over agencies until the money bills pass, 
arc in trouble. One such resolution was temporarily de- 
feated, and then narrowly saved a few days ago, causing 
While House aides and congressional leaders to worry about 
the fate of others. 
The "Chicago Daily News Service" interviewed leading 
lawmakers and administration officials to try .in<I determine 
what lias gone wrong between Mr. Johnson and Capitol Hill. 
The responses were varied: 
"Johnson's   magic   was   a   myth   all   along,"   said   Rep. 
James G. O'Hara (D-Mich.). "Vfc came off a real jag in the 
H')lh  Congress,  when  we  hail  the  voles,   into  the morning 
after when we didn't." 
"Johnson is not coming across well to the public or Con- 
gress," said Sen. George Smuthers (D-Fla.). "He was ac- 
customed us a majority leader to dealing on a personal 
basis. He hasn't been able to do all that personal contact 
work in the White House, he's so busy on Vietnam and 
other things. So he's had to work with makeshift, patch- 
work relationships and the whole thing has finally broken 
down." 
"He had 30 of us freshmun Republicans over to the White 
House," said Hep. Juck McDonald (K-Mich.). "He talked 
to us, and he charmed us, but we just didn't trust him." 
It is clear from these and other comments that the Presi- 
dent's problems are a combination of politics and person- 
ality, of not enough troops in Congress and too many troops 
in South Vietnam. 
The News believes that Mr. Johnson's troubles are ser- 
ious -- for the President, the Congress and for the country. 
The President is not taking them lying down, but is fight- 
ing back in his fashion, seemingly to reveal his new role 
as "battler-against-the-consensus." 
The factors that underlie the troubles are not likely to 
change soon. The expectation indicates that conflicts will 
continue and perhaps worsen between now and election 
day, 1968. 
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Anti-War Demonstrations Opposed 
By Marines Fighting In Vietnam 
In the Oct. 17 Issue of the B-G 
News, you published a - what can 
I call It? A petition, I guess. 
You published a petition signed by 
people calling themselves mem- 
bers of the Ohio Committee for a 
Reasonable Settlement in Vietnam. 
Since I believe In the equal time 
policy, I would like to answer 
those people. 
How can those people call them- 
selves Americans? How can they 
stand up and say truthfully, "I 
am an American"?   Sure, in our 
country we have the right of free- 
dom of opinion and speech. I'm 
not arguing their basic rights in 
this letter. But have these so- 
called Americans ever stopped to 
think how their activities are af- 
fecting our guys In Vietnam? 
My uncle, Richard Doty, is In 
Vietnam now, and not as a Marine. 
He Is not. In fact, connected in any 
way with the military. He is there 
in a strictly civilian capacity, as 
a corporation representative for 
McDonnell Douglas, working on the 
LIKE IT SHOULD BE' 
- Plans For Ashley - 
Well, he has done it again! Good 
old (at least he "sounds" ma- 
ture) Ashley Brown has written 
another thoroughly stirring (or Is 
it "disgusting") article — all 
the more reason for this obser- 
ver to take pen in hand In response. 
Remember back a few years 
ago, when all Ashley did was to 
represent the Voung Democrats 
on campus? Those were the days! 
At least then, we knew something 
of what Ashley was Irylng to say. 
It Is true that he, even then, per- 
sisted In writing and speaking 
with beaucoup de generalities. His 
points of concern Just did not clar- 
ify themselves, but he "sounded" 
like he knew what he was talking 
about. 
Time passes — in the here- 
and-now, there Is a changed 
Ashley. Now he is the spokes- 
man for the world (what a bur- 
den!). He represents the Under- 
dog, the Common Man, the Poor 
Unfortunates, i«s Miserable* 
(pardonnez-mol). He speaks out, 
exemplifying that old cry: "I 
shall be heard." 
Ashley Is heard. Some people 
agree with part of what he says; 
some agree with all he has to say; 
some never will agree with him. 
This brings to mind another state- 
ment from history: "You can 
fool all of the people some of the 
time, some of the people all of 
the (me; but you can't fool all of 
the people all of the time." (a- 
pologles to our  departed Presl- 
The News welcomes letters 
to the editor. Letters should 
by typewritten and signed by 
the author and carry his type- 
written name, address and 
phone  number. 
As many letters as possible 
will be published within the 
limits of space, good tatte 
and laws of libel. The Newi 
reserves the right to edit let- 
ters more thon 300 words In 
I ength. 
dent). 
This observer (part of the lat- 
ter catagory) accepts Ashley's 
right, guaranteed to him by the 
Constitution of the United States, 
to speak up and to be heard. And, 
again calling to mind a time-worn 
statement: (was It Voltaire?) "I 
may not agree with what you have 
to say, but I will defend to the 
death your right to say It.*' 
Believing that the world (which 
he represents) should hear the 
gems of Intellect which flow from 
the lips and pen of Ashley, this 
observer has taken upon himself 
to organize a committee (bureau- 
cracy!) which bears the Initials 
SABBSA. This represents "Send 
Ashley Brown Back to South Amer- 
ica." — The purpose of the 
committee Is to procure for Ash- 
ley  a one-way ticket   to Brazil. 
A local travel bureau was con- 
tacted, and the cost would be in 
the neighborhood of $568.00. 
(first-class: It's the only way to 
fly). Of course, this Includes all 
of Ashley's expenses for 30 days. 
After that time, the local SABBSA 
committee In Brazil will likewise 
send Ashley to another unsuspect- 
ing South American nation. 
If It works well, and If all the 
people of South American aren't 
killed off In the ensuing revolu- 
tions, arrangements will be made 
to send him on to Africa (SABA), 
Europe (SABE), and Asia (SABI). 
Letters of Inquiry have been sent 
to NASA headquarters, requesting 
Information concerning the first 
manned craft to the moon. (It Is 
hoped that a seat can be secured 
for Ashley). Responses so far In- 
dicate that It would not be a soft 
landing. 
Donations may be made payable 
to SABBA, c/o The News. This 
observer gladly gives the first 
$10.00. 
So speak up, Ashley. Remem- 
ber, though: Big Brother Is watch- 
ing you! 
Ralph L. Cole man, Jr. 
1445 Clough Street 
What Price Insecurity! 
We usually don't mind you burdening our patience with Mr. Green- 
field's flights of fancy, but when he begins to Insult the Intelligence 
and Integrity of 3100 Catholic students, we would hope that your news- 
paper would have sufficient decency to demand fact, not fancy. 
In the diatribe on the Catholic Mass appearing in a recent Issue of 
the News, Mr. Greenfield Is either dishonest or deluded. He claims 
he attended the 4:00 p.m. Mass In our chapel last Sunday and quotes 
the gospel to prove It. 
The gospel quoted Is that of Sexageslma Sunday, which this year fell 
on January 29, during the Semester vacation. He mocks the sign of 
the cross, preferring to be clever rather than civil. He exhibits the 
poorest of taste In ridiculing holy water. He claims the pulpit Is used 
to preach money. Three thousand students will give evidence to the 
lie.   Money has never been mentioned in this chapel. 
He ridicules us for urging students to attend a marriage preparation 
course. We have no such course this semester, as a quick glance through 
any Sunday bulletin could have told him. But even if we did, what on 
earth Is so terribly wrong with urging students to attend such a course? 
It seems the whole article was written to grind an ax, which some 
editor might think cute, but most would only pity. It Is so simple 
to build a straw man and then knock it over. But why must Mr. 
Greenfield Insult so many people to accomplish his wonderful feat 
with the straw man. Is he that Insecure? Or Is the B-G News Just 
that hard up for print that It must resort to such drivel? One would 
hope for so much more from a university Journal. 
St. Thomas More Parish Council 
Phantom fighter-bomber. I would 
like to share with all those good 
Americans part of a letter I re- 
ceived from him this week. 
"One thing you might pass on 
to some of the kids In school, 
though, and this is for me and for 
all of these Marines over here. 
Is to knock off the peace demon- 
strations! This Is a hard enough 
war to fight, with out all of us 
getting disgusted with our own 
folks back home. 
"Every demonstration in the 
states for peace or to stop this 
war Is really blown up by the Reds. 
To hear some of their news broad- 
casts, all North Vietnam has to 
do Is hold out for another6 months 
and the U. S. will quit. 
"It sure does make these Ma- 
rines mad, to read about the peo- 
ple, who are supposedly Amerl- 
cnas, demonstrating the way they 
do. The thing to do Is to put 
pressure on the politicians In 
Washington to let the Army, Na- 
vy, and Marines fight this war 
their way. 
"I know It would be all over with 
already if they would Just turn these 
guys loose." 
Well, all you Americans, there 
you have it In black and white, 
from somebody with a little first 
hand knowledge. If you doubt the 
authenclty, feel free to drop a- 
round to my dorm and I will show 
you the letter. 
What's that you say? A peti- 
tion Isn't a peace demonstration? 
Well then, what Is It? Oh sure, 
you're not carrying signs and 
chanting "Bring the boys back 
from Vietnam", but you might as 
well be. A petition, to my way 
of thinking, is only a non-march- 
ing type of demonstration. 
How do you feel now, all you 
good conscientious citizens, to find 
out you are helping the Reds? 
Doesn't It Just give you a good 
feeling Inside to know that some- 
body approves of what you're do- 
ing? I know it sure would make 
me feel good to think that I was 
really giving our guys a helping 
hand  like all you lovely people. 
But you know what? I don't 
have the guts. It would make me 
feel like a Communist. 
Diana Harvey 
354 McDonald West Hall 
True Christianity 
Answers Life's 
Daily Struggles 
In the Thursday, Oct. 19, issue 
of the B-G News, J. P. Wyndham 
wrote a stimulating article, full 
of considerable Insight. He la- 
mented the terrible plight of the 
normal person caught up in the 
trivialities of dally life and the 
constant struggle to build and pro- 
tect the ego, hurting and "kill- 
ing" others and himself In his 
actions. 
I agree for the most part with 
Mr. Wyndham's description of the 
condition of humanity and with his 
solution to the cruelty and self- 
ishness Implied. 
Mr. Wyndham said, "The solu- 
tion is understanding. It is love." 
He also said, ". . . It seems that 
no kind of Truths help much, 
religious or otherwise." Here 
I disagree. 
Isn't the basis of Christianity 
love and understanding? True, 
religion, as commonly practiced 
today, Is not much help In solving 
man's inhumanity. But the reli- 
gion or "Christianity" that many 
people practice today Is not that 
described in "The New Testa- 
ment." 
Don't "John" 3:16 and "I Cor- 
inthians 13" say what Mr. Wynd- 
ham said and a little more? Doesn't 
true Christianity provide the solu- 
tion that Mr. Wyndham suggests? 
Perhaps he overlooked the most 
effective   way   of   achieving   and 
exercising the  love he suggests. 
Keith Stuckey 
nl 
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Dr. Nwanze: Three Profs In One 
By JIM MARINO 
Staff Writer 
A citizen of Nigeria,, scholar from England, and teacher In America 
all are Dr. Michael C. Nwanze, newest University faculty member of 
the political science department. 
Born In Asaba, Nigeria, Dr. Nwanze lived in his homeland for some 
20 years before traveling to England to attend the City of London 
College and the University of Leeds, where he received his Ph. D. 
degree. 
With all this backgrounding. Dr. Nwanze finds himself uniquely 
qualified to comment on the people and educations of Nlgera, Great 
Brltlan and the United States. 
"I grew up in a medium sized town along the banks of the Niger 
River near the newly formed nation of Blafara," he said. 
"I received all my education up to the college level in this country 
under the direction of English teachers. These teachers later inspired 
me to go to England for university training." 
Before Dr. Nwanze left for England, he served two years as clerk 
for the High Court of Justice in Noltsha, Nigeria. 
Then, financed by his father, a tailor and draper In Asaba, Dr. 
Nwanze left for the City of London College. 
"I had no language problems and made friends very easily," he 
explained. "In fact, I was booked weekends in advance while in England 
with people inviting me to their homes for several days." 
England was a rather surprising country to him. " For ages my 
people have always thought of the Englishman, like the American, as 
owning many automobiles, living In highly Industrialized cities with 
little of no manual labor to do," he said. "I was surprised twlce- 
ln both countrtes-to the extent which poverty exists." 
An active sportsman in lawn tennis and chairman of the debating 
society while in college, Dr. Nwanze found his extracurrlculars as 
welcome change from the pressures of English university life. 
"The academic competitiveness in England is much more fierce 
than here In America," he said. "But the student bodies are much 
smaller and the professors can take time with Individuals." 
"I wanted to major in economics and eventually go Into the diplo- 
matic foreign service until I met an inspirational political science 
professor." 
Big Sis-Little Sis 
'Fashion Kickoff 
Set Tomorrow 
"Fashion Kickoff," the AWS an- 
nual Big Sis - Little Sis Style 
Show , will be presented from 
7-9 p.m. tomorrow, In the Grand 
Ballroom. 
The show will be moderated by 
the 1966 AWS Best-Dressed Wo- 
men, Virginia S. Kathrens and Wli- 
ma J. Pokorny. 
The fashions to be modeled by 
University students, are provided 
by the Clothes Rack, which is also 
donating a suit, to be given away 
as the door prize. 
Ken and Rick, a campus duo, 
will provide musical entertainment 
for the evening. 
"Fashion Kickoff" will be the 
first event of the year for upper- 
class women and their ' little sis- 
ters." The annual picnic, to have 
been held on Sept. 30, was can- 
colled because of rain. 
Prof Talks On 
England's Past 
Dr. Roy McKeen Wiles, visit- 
ing professor of English from 
McMaster University In Hamilton, 
Ontario, will deliver the second 
of six lectures dealing with life 
In 18th century England, today 
at 4 p.m., in 112 Life Science 
Bldg. Dr. Wiles has been on the fac- 
ulty at McMaster University since 
1935 and has been professor of 
English since 1948. 
He was the first national sec- 
retary of the Humanities Assoc- 
iation of Canada and later the 
president of that body. He also 
was chairman of the Humanities 
Research Council of Canada for 
two successive years and has been 
re-elected for a third four-year 
term. 
Dr. Wiles was elected a Fellow 
of the Royal Society of Canada 
in 1962, was president of the 
Johnson Society of the Great Lakes 
Region in 1964-65 and was nation- 
al president of the Association 
of Canadian University Teachers 
of English In 1965-66. 
Munich Lawyer, 
'People Protector' 
MUNICH (AP)-Alfred Meier, a 
Munich lawyer, says organizations 
have long looked after birds and 
animals and that a stray kitten 
stirs more public sympathy than 
someone unjustly arrested. 
He registered his new organiz- 
ation, Society For the Protection 
of People, and said It is to help 
fellow citizens who are in trouble 
with society  and its Institutions. 
"I then took my bachelor's degree from City of London College 
in 1963 after doing somi research at Oxford, and went on for my 
doctorate at the University of Leeds." 
Dr. Nwanze was a scholarship student to Leeds, and upon receiving 
his Ph. D., taught at the University of Exeter, England, from 1965 
till 1967. 
" English students are much more curious than American students. 
American students seem almost inhibited in the classroom. I would 
like to Inspire  them  and get them to ask questions of m;," he said. 
Presently an instructor in Political Science 201, Dr. Nwanze plans 
to Initiate a new course second semester in African politics. He 
has lectured all over England on the governments of his continent, 
and has received invitations since his arrival in American to lecture 
at  Yale  University,  Northwestern  University,   and Ohio  University. 
"Most people are terribly Ignorant of African affairs, and the 
continent Is so alive, people should know a great deal more, he be- 
moaned. 
"I enjoy being in American very much," he continued. "This 
country Is so beautiful, and to think, I can teach here as well." 
"I find Bowling Green University rather a typical mid-central 
university. The students seem content with small, secret fraternity and 
sorority parties which I don't understand," he said. 
"The facilities are new, but rather crowded compared to English 
universities.  I am having a very interesting and informative time here." 
The Dr.'s homeland Nigeria, is now in great turmoil and civil 
war.     He has been home for one month only in the past seven years. 
"I have not been able to send a letter to my parents or receive 
mall from them over a year now. They don't know that I am in the 
United States.  I'm quite concerned." 
Upon finishing at Bowling Green, Dr. Nwanze will complete his 
lecture tours and visit friends he made here during his first visit to 
this country in 1965. 
"Then,  I will go back to England and await the chance to return to 
my home.    My goal is to teach political science to my own people in 
gerla," he said. 
Dr. Michael Nwonie 
ALPHA CHI 
OMEGA PLEDGES 
Think Our 
Hew Actives 
Are Tuffl! 
Depends on the giant. Actually, some giant* are iu<t regular 
kinds of guys. Except bigger. 
And that can he an advantage. 
How7 Well, for one thing, you've got more going for 
you. Take Ford Motor Company. A giant in an exciting 
and vital business. Thinking giant thoughts. About market- 
ing Mustang. Cougar. A city car for the future. 
Come to work for this giant and you'll begin to think 
like one. 
Because you're dealing with bigger problems, the 
consequences, of course, will lie greater. Your responsibilities 
heavier. That means your experience must be better—more 
complete. And so, you'll get the kind of opportunities only a 
giant can give. 
Giants just naturally seem to attract top professionals. 
Men that you'll be working with, and for. Marketing and 
sales pros working hard to accelerate your advancement. 
Because there's more to do, you'll learn more. In more 
areas. You may handle as many as three different assignments 
in your first two years. 
You'll develop a talent for making hard-nosed, imagina- 
tive decisions. And you'll know how these decisions affect 
the guts of the operation. At the grass roots. Because you II 
have been there. 
If you'd like to he a giant yourself, and you've got 
better ideas in marketing and sales, see the man from Ford 
when he visits your campus. Or send your resume to Ford 
Motor Company, College Recruiting Department. 
You and Ford can grow bigger together. 
THr AMERICAS ROAD, DrARRORS, MICHIGAN 
A* FQl Al OFPORTlMTV EMPLOYER. 
What's it like 
to sell 
for a giant? 
Actually I'm quite big on it. -^ 
Poge 4 The B-G News, Wednesday, October 25, 1967 
Former Librarians Honored 
MANILA 
Some 100 persons are feared drowned In floods which raged through 
Cagayan Province In northern I.uzan, following Hurricane Clara. 
The   hurricane   Itself  reportedly   killed 60 |*ople before the flooding 
began. 
• * • 
TUNISIA 
A hearty pat on the back was received by members of America's 
Peace Corps working here by President Hablb Bourguiba. The Chief 
of State says he Is so pleased with the output of his 245 American 
workers that he plans on asking for a larger contingent soon. 
• • * 
WASHINGTON 
Uncle Sam Is following through on a "slap the wrist" type policy 
with mid-eastern countries that sided with Kgypt during the recent 
mid-eastern conflict. Jordon, Israel's eastern neighbor, has been 
temporarily omitted from trade with the U.S., American military 
spokesmen commented they saw little reason to resume trading with 
Jordon when both It and Egypt still harbor hostilities against Is- 
rael. 
NEW YORK 
If your family ranks In par with what Is called the "moderate 
standard of living," the Labor Department says your family would 
be spending In excess of $9,000 per year. The rise In spending re- 
flects higher living costs, as well as Improvements In food and other 
staples. 
• « • 
WASHINGTON 
Pentagon officials have become a bit worried about the safety of 
theli own warships off the coast of Vietnam In lieu of what happened 
over the weekend to an Israeli destroyer. Egyptians sunk the Israe- 
li   ship   with  sophisticated   missiles,   a  type   which   may be In North 
Vietnam. 
«  * * 
SAIGON 
Command headquarters here has ordered an Increase In air strikes 
of North Vietnamese air bases due to a recent Increase In North 
Vietnam   bravery.      North   Viet   Mlg   fighters are  challenging U.S. 
planes at a steadily Increasing rate. 
» • • 
WASHINGTON 
Federal desegregation laws are being met with cooperation, for a 
change, by several southern school districts, officials commented 
yesterday. Some 37 districts have agreed to eliminate seperate Ne- 
gro-white   districts   at   specific   dates during the next three years. 
• * • 
ROCKY RIVER, 0. 
Police Chief Martin F. Patton will hand In his badge this month 
to become, of all things, a university professor at t.oraln Community 
College. Mayor Elect David Patton had promised a shake-up In this 
suburban city, citing a morale problem In the police force. Who 
doesn't feel Inferior to a professor, though? 
• • » 
BERKELEY 
Would you believe he was framed? Police here are trying to find 
the pranksters who planted nine marijuana plants In the garden of 
University Chancellor Koger Heyns. 
• * • 
EAST LANSING 
Football coach Duffy Daugherty has suspended six top players 
from this year's Spartan team for breaking training regulations. 
Three of the men are starters for Michigan State and will not be on 
the team roster for the big game against the Irish of Notre Daim> 
on Saturday. The violations center around late hours kept be the 
players. The coach withheld the men's names, as he said, "In ac- 
cord with the best Interests of the Spartan football family." 
Lambda Gamma Seek 
House After IFC OK 
Lambda Gamma fraternity was 
formally recognized as a local 
fraternity at a meeting of Inter- 
fraternlty Council Monday. 
The spokesman for the fraternity 
Leslie E. Stern. Stern explained 
to the council that the fraternity 
has been Investigating housing 
facilities, but that at present Is 
located In a wing of Conklln Hall. 
The fraternity has 15 members 
and Is not associated with any 
national fraternity. 
Although the fraternity has been 
recognized, It cannot have a vote 
on the IEC or participate In any 
lnterfraternlty activities such as 
lntermural sports. Participation 
In these events can only take 
place when Lambda Gamma 
becomes formally associated with 
the Greek community. 
Council defeated "Operation 
Rush," a proposal made by pres- 
ident Bruce Fisher to Increase 
the number of fraternity rushees. 
The proposal would have required 
each fraternity to hold at least 
one rush function in freshman res- 
idence halls before the end of the 
first semester. 
The council passed an amend- 
ment to Its constitution making 
transfer students and freshmen 
who have at least a 2.0 grade 
point   average  eligible  for rush. 
Council also discussed a pro- 
posal that would allow the period 
of open rush to be instituted follow- 
ing the publishing of mid-term 
grades during the first semester 
of the school year, and extended 
to the end of the first semester. 
At this time any upper-classmen 
and any freshmen attaining a 2.0 
at mid-term during his first 
semester on campus will be 
eligible for pledging. 
More About   MlGITll 
(Continued from Page 1) 
a common calendar.    The Board 
had recommended the quarter sys- 
tem. 
Most other state schools nave 
either accepted the quarter system 
or are In the process of doing 
so as Is Bowling Green. Wright 
still is under the trl-mester sys- 
tem, but Is considering the quart- 
er proposal. 
The Miami Senate also adopted 
a motion reaffirming Its decision 
of last year to remain on the 
trl-mester system indefinitely. 
The motion stated the decision 
"reflects the overwhelming pre- 
ference of the faculty, and that 
It promises slgnlglcant benefits to 
the state In superior plant util- 
ization and opportunities for accel- 
eration without posing any known 
problems of com pat ability." 
The Senate members also moved 
to supply the board of regents 
with a summary of findings by the 
trl-mester evaluation committee. 
Five former head librarians at 
the University will receive special 
recognition at the formal dedica- 
tion of the new library, Nov. 3-4. 
Dr. James B, Overman, Dr. Paul 
F. Leedy, Dr. Frank C. Ogg, Ed- 
mon Low, and J. Kenneth Cameron 
will be recognized for their ser- 
vice to Bowling Green's library 
program at the dedication luncheon 
Nov. 4. Three other head librarians 
will be honored posthumously. 
Dr. Overman was the librarian 
when Bowling Green opened Its 
doors in 1914. Other administra- 
tive and teaching duties at the young 
college demanded much of his time 
and in 1915 he turned his library 
duties   over   to   Marie Simpson. 
When Mabel E. Marshall was 
appointed library director In 1919, 
Bowling Green's book collection 
scarcely filled a large room. The 
new library houses 640,000 vol- 
umes and has room for more than 
a million volumes. 
Ethel M. Blum, along with Dr. 
Leedy,now  Bowling Green's vice 
president of academic affairs and 
provost, served the longest stint 
as director. Miss Blum was the 
director from 1921-1938 and was 
In charge when the University's 
first library building was opened 
In 1927. 
The 40-year-old building, now 
the Graduate School headquarters, 
was built to serve a maximum 
enrollment of 1,000 students and 
was acclaimed the "finest library 
In Ohio." 
Most of the current collection 
of library material was added un- 
der the administration of Dr. 
Leedy, head librarian from 1943- 
1961, a period of vast expansion 
of the University. 
Dr. Leedy, a faculty member 
since 1938, supervised the ex- 
pansion and Improvement of facili- 
ties and services for a growing 
student enrollment, won an in- 
crease In the book budget, 
and worked closely with depart- 
ment heads to fill gaps In book 
resources and build the first grad- 
uate library collection. 
Others directors Included Mr. 
Low, Mr. Cameron and Dr. Ogg. 
Mr. Low, head librarian from 19- 
38-40, Is currently a member of 
the library science department 
at the University of Michigan. Mr. 
Cameron, who held the post from 
1940-41, now Is chief of reader 
services at Marquette University. 
Dr. Ogg, professor of mathe- 
matics and Bowling Green faculty 
member since 1931, served as li- 
brary director from 1941-42. 
The present library director , 
Dr. A. Robert Rogers, also will 
take part In the ceremonies. Dr. 
Rogers joined the Bowling Green 
faculty in 1959 as assistant library 
director and was appointed to his 
present   post   seven   years   ago. 
Delta Phi Delta Art honorary 
society, will meet at 6:30 to- 
night in Rm. 105 of the Fine 
Arts Building. 
* * * 
The Christian Science Organiz- 
ation will hold Its regular weekly 
meeting at 6:30 tonight, In Prout 
Chapel. The meeting is open to 
the public. 
* • • 
The Spanish Club will meet at 
7 tonight. In the lounge of Harsh- 
man Quadrangle,   Anderson Hall. 
* • • 
Pheasant Room and Carnation 
Room reservations for Dad's day 
weekend must be made in advance. 
Call Extension 2226, or 3339. Res- 
ervations for the Pheasant Room 
will be made for 5 and 6:15 p.m., 
on Saturday, Oct. 28, and for the 
Carnation Room noon and 1:15 
p.m., Sunday, Oct. 29. 
* * • 
The Union Activities Organiza- 
tion is sponsoring two trips to the 
Fisher Theater in Detroit. 
"Mame," starring Celeste Holm, 
Is the road production of the Broad- 
way musical. The two shows are 
matinees for Sunday, Oct. 29, and 
Satuday November 11. The cost 
for the trip Is $7, which covers 
tickets, transportation, and Insur- 
ance. Registration can be made 
In the Activities Office on the 
third floor of the Union. 
* • * 
The AWS Blg-Llttle Style Show, 
"Fashion Klckoff," will be pre- 
sented 7 to 9 p.m., Thursday 
in the Grand Ballroom. 
* • • 
The Dad's Day Bonfire will be- 
gin at 7:15 p.m. Friday. The 
parade will leave Founders Quad- 
International 
Program Offers 
Year In Germany 
Competition is now open for a 
direct exchange with German un- 
iversities next year. 
Under this program each year 
there Is a direct exchange between 
two German and American stu- 
dents. 
Students Interested In competing 
for the awards, which carry with 
them tuition, fees and ap- 
proximately $100 a month for 10 
months of residence in Germany, 
should call the International Cen- 
ter for further Information. 
Basic requirements Include flu- 
ency in the German language. 
Miss Barbara Rode from the 
University of Hamburg and Miss 
Susanne Morell from Freeburg 
University are this year's 
exchange students. 
Their counterparts are Mr. An- 
drlas Czerkos, a Bowling Green 
Junior, who Is attending the Free 
University of Berlin and Miss 
Linda Hoffmelster who Is attend- 
ing  the   University of Marberg. 
rangle   at   7:15   and   proceed to 
Sterling Farm. 
» * » 
Pershlng Rifle team prac- 
tice will be held from 2 to 5 
p.m., every Monday, Wednesday, 
and Thursday In Hayes Hall. ♦ * » 
There will be an extremely Im- 
portant organization and policy 
setting meeting for the BGSU Young 
Democrats at 7:30 this evening 
in the White Dogwood Suite of 
the Union. Tickets will be av- 
ailable for the Kennedy Dinner 
to be held this weekend In Col- 
umbus. 
ATTENTION 
EDUCATION 
MAJORS! 
Choose on the basis 
of knowledge 
join 
Student 
Federation OF 
Teachers 
WED., THURS., 
FRI., 
UNION LOBBY 
ENDS SATURDAY 
Week nites - 7:15, 9:30 
Sat. - 2:30, 4:45, 7:15, 9:30 CLA-ZEL 
It waves no flags 
and beats no drums. 
It just pulls the pin 
onagrenade 
and throws it- 
Catch! 
I t-Q*.!** '- *H-I *■*«■ 
rik'/li 
IS NOT JUST A WAR MOM. 
woM/ummr/w/HCr,**,, CORNEL WILDE* "BEACHRED 
si»,,ngRIP10RN BURR DeBLHNINGPHRICK WOLFE • ^^.JFMtOLUCE 
sctref^ti,cuMJommmMO*Pfiii8miJ(mi<smi'*sat ^"^ 
/«.<■, •»»*//•«■■■•  • PtalMtdiiiilDfeclrtbrCOIinfimDf wj^," 
mm t, M,.. 
*%. 
Petti's Italian 
Special 
oir-condit.oned " If ■■■#•"■ KL 
VEAL PARIGIMARO-SIDE OF SPAGETTI 
PIUS 
ITALIAN BREAD AND COFFEE 
$1.15 
The Alpinhorn Room 
For The College Set! 
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SUMMER FLYER: Miss Plyllis Lebo, of Hamburg, New York, 
returns to BG ofter flying as a United Air Lines stewardess 
during her summer vacation. Miss Lebo, a senior, will act as a 
campus representative to interest other coeds in flying for the 
airline. 
Coed Moonlights In 
'Wild Blue Yonder' 
By TERRY RYAN 
Feature Writer 
You  say  you've wanted to be an airline stewardess ever since you 
were   10 years old,  and to prove  It you've been watching reruns or 
'12   O'clock  High"   while   reciting  "coffee,  tea or milk" to anyone 
who happens to walk by? 
These  things  may  help, but Phyllis Lebo, senior In the College of 
Education, knows what It really takes to become an airline stewardess. 
Phyllis  moonlights  as the  campus  representative for  United Air 
Lines,  and her Job during the school term Is to promote the airlines 
"in campus.    "I make sure the girls know about It by giving speeches 
| In the dormitories," she said. 
"In these speeches I explain the training a girl must go through 
to be a stewardess and answer any questions that might come up." 
"I don't Interview girls for the airlines," she added, "I merely get 
them ready for the airline representatives when they arrive later In 
the year." 
Altogether, there are 25 campus representatives In the United 
I States, Including two In Ohio. The other in this state is located at 
I-ohlo State University. 
"When the program  first began," Phyllis said, "there were only 
six   campus   representatives   In  the  nation  and  one  was In Bowling 
I Green.     Since  the  University's   representative graduated last June, 
lntr views were held and I was chosen successor." 
In addition to her Job as campus representative during the school 
year, Phyllis serves as stewardess with United Air Lines during the 
I summer.     In order to do this she was required to go through 5 1/2 
I ,weeks of concentrated study at the training center Just south of Chicago. 
['    "In this training," Phyllis said, "we were not Just learning how to 
I pour   coffee.      We   had  to  learn  how  to act In case of an emergency 
situation,    we  had  medical  training   and   we   learned  some technical 
aspects of flying," she said. 
"This Information comes in handy when a passenger wants to make 
certain that he is safe," she said. "We have to be able to answer all 
questions he may ask, or he may panic. 
"Last summer one passenger paniced when the pilot announced 
| that we might be running into bad weather In Chicago. 
"The man wanted off the plane. In mid-air he wanted off the plane! 
We finally calmed him down by making a bet with him that we'd make 
It safely, and we did." 
Phyllis compared her Job to college when she said it is ten times 
harder than high school but 100 times more fun. " And you meet so 
many people," she added. "It's goodtogo to college for the experience 
because you learn to live with people. 
"You learn how to meet new people and new situations with con- 
fidence," she said, "and that's what it takes in a Job like mine." 
Phyllis has such an assurance in herself and her work that one 
would expect her to ask you to fasten your safety belt every time 
you sat down with her, whether in a plane or on a living room chair. 
On one flight, Phyllis played gin rummy with a professional card 
player and during another flight discussed communism with a Hungarian 
who lived under it. "To talk to someone first-hand about something 
like that Is to really understand/' she said. 
i i "Of course there are some days when you Just don't want to meet 
hew people," she added, "but when you get on that plane, you always 
see someone that you might want to talk to. 
"For Instance, my roommate had the Rolling Stones on one of her 
flights and another girl had Frank Sinatra." 
During the summer Phyllis, who has been further west than Bowling 
Green, flew from the East Coast to the West Coast, visiting Los 
Angeles, Miami, Tampa, Portland, Boston and Tijuana, Mexico. 
"My first flight was an easy one,' she said, "but I think I forgot 
Everything I ever learned.   In fact, I did forget everything." 
On one of her trips Phyllis said that the latches weren't secure 
on the food cabinets — a fact no one discovered until everyone was 
fastened safely in his seat during takeoff. 
"I had to sit  there,"  she  said,   "and  watch cups, saucers, salad 
and raspberry pudding slide by me down the aisle past the passengers. 
They didn't mind, though.    As long as they get their cocktails, they're 
!happy." 
In other experiences, Phyllis has poured ginger ale or coffee on 
I passengers. "Either the plane Jerked or I did," she said. "Things 
[like that just happen." 
Following graduation, Phyllis plans to work for United Air Lines 
I for a year or two. "I definitely want my degree first," she said. 
I "I wouldn't place anything above it. 
'In a few years, then,   I can teach.   You can always teach If you 
I have  a degree,"   she added, "but you can't always fly — only when 
you're young." 
Romantic Latin Reveals 'Secret' 
By RAFAEL E. 
RODRIGUEZ-GUERRERO 
Special Writer 
Some people call us "Don 
Juans." Others call us liars. 
But all of them agree on one name; 
Latin American Lovers. 
In Latin America, we do not 
know why North Americans call 
us lovers. But after living for a 
while In the United States, observ- 
ing your dating system and seeing 
how other Americans treat their 
girls, then It is understandable 
why they call us lovers. 
The whole thing Is based upon 
the following, hi the United States 
men and women are on an equal 
position; In fact, they practically 
follow the same way of life. But 
In Latin America, the system Is 
different. The woman Is more 
than the man in some things, 
and the man Is more than the 
woman In others. 
For Instance, the man is the 
boss: his word Is the last word. 
But at the same time, he Is the 
servant. That Is; he has to please 
a woman, and make her feel as 
though she Is the greatest woman 
in the world. 
Sometimes, we are accused ol 
being liars. But what kind of a 
He is It to exagerate the true 
beauty of a girl, since we are only 
emphasizing what Is already true? 
Some other people say that we are 
liars because we usually deny, 
with an excuse, something wrong 
which we have done. 
Assume, for Instance, that I 
have a girlfriend. If, for some 
reason, I have been with aiiother 
girl, and my girlfriend asks me 
where I have been, I He. I might 
tell her that I had to go to some 
very Important meeting. I would 
do this because In Latin America 
we have an old proverb which 
says: "If your eyes do not see 
it, your heart will not feel it." 
Of course, in some cases, girls 
wUl not believe what I say. But 
In any case, they will not know 
what I was doing and wUl not be 
hurt. 
It Is always easy to recognize a 
Latin American Lover upon meet- 
ing him. This is a usual dialogue 
of a Latin American Lover when 
he first meets a girl: 
L. A. L. "Hello (Kissing her 
hand), it Is a real pleasure to 
meet you ..." 
Girl:    "Nice to meet you, too.' 
L. A. L. : "I have to tell you 
something. It's being a long time 
since I saw a girl with such beauti- 
ful eyes (choosing her best part) 
like yours." 
Girl:      "Oh!    Why thank you!" 
L. A. L. : "No, No. Please. 
Don't say thank you. I must 
tell  you  that   because you really 
have them. I'm only say what I'm 
seeing. And If I don't say it, I 
would be an idiot," and so on . . . 
Our customs on courting are 
very original, and all of them have 
a touch of romanticism and tra- 
dition. We are men who really 
know how to appreciate the true 
value of woman, and of love. We 
know that we live only one life, 
and we have to enjoy It. 
We re all) enjoy doing nice things 
for girls, like sending flowers, or 
bringing a small present with each 
visit. It doesn't matter what it is, 
even li it's a match-box, because 
It Is given with love. Why, even 
a simple dance Is extremely ro- 
mantic for us. Sometimes when 
dancing, we really feel that we 
have moved to another wold. 
We are very Jealous with our 
girls, but of course we don't like 
them to be Jealous with us. There 
Is one Interesting argument which 
^■■-■■-■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■i 
could only be solved by knowing 
who is right. Americans some- 
times think that we are stupid 
for being so romantic. And we 
sometimes think that they are stu- 
pid for not being romantic. 
Sometimes in our lives we fall 
In love with a girl. And when this 
happens, we want to ,glve her all 
our possible love. And even If 
nobody wanted us to be lovers, we 
would say: 
Nobody wants us to be lovers... 
Do   they   know  what   love   Is? 
Do they  know  what  they   are 
asking? 
If   God himself  asked  me  to 
forget her, 
I would say NO! 
And If as a punishment for my 
blasphemy, 
He   would  take her with Him, 
I would commit suicide, 
Co to heaven, 
And take her from God. 
String Quartet Is Lively 
As Profs Play Schubert 
By MICHAEL HARRIS 
Graduate Student In Music 
Sunday evening's performance 
by the Howling Green String Quar- 
tet combined a mixture of pleas- 
ing harmony and unique interpre- 
tation to some works common to 
string quartets. Exposing suble- 
tles and dormancies with an array 
of fresh and daring timbres and 
colors, the group displayed one 
of the most perfected ensemble 
playing yet heard by this listener. 
The quartet is composed of four 
professors from the University's 
music department: Paul Makara, 
leader and first violinist; Robert 
Sanov, violinist; Uernard Linden, 
vlollst; and Peter Howard, cell- 
ist. 
Schubert's Quartet In D minor, 
"Death and the Maiden," in ad- 
dition to being a showcase for 
the above mentioned qualities, was 
the triumph of the evening. Of 
particular  notice was the second 
Kansas 'Love-In' 
Is Midwest Style 
WICHITA, Kan. (AP)-When 500 
young people held Wichita's first 
mass "love-In" they apparently 
celebrated with typical Midwestern 
composure. 
Two Wichita State University 
professors who observed It said: 
"Nothing's really happened." 
movement (Andante con moto) In 
various places, the quartet used 
a very "white" and vlbratoless 
sound, resulting In a blend until 
now thought produceable only by 
the organ. 
The Webern "Five Pieces for 
String Quartet," which Is already 
controversial because of Its dis- 
sonances and seeming formless- 
ness, was not given the quartet's 
best effort. The faster pieces were 
attacked Instead of approached; 
the hacking woody sound left the 
listener uncomfortable, suspend- 
ed, directionless. The slower 
pieces were not "rulilg" orcalm; 
awkwardness of execution affected 
their Innate quality  to relax one. 
Quite the contrary was the Mo- 
zart Quartet In B-flat Major. In 
the first and last movements, the 
tempi were sprite; one could look 
around and see a number of heads 
moving to the rhythm. The Men- 
uetto and Adagio were a bit heavy; 
traces of the Intense tone to be 
used later In the Webern and Schu- 
bert were found In these move- 
ments. Execution technique-wise 
was superb and practically flaw- 
less. 
There Is a very small line 
separating the Bowling Green 
String Quartet from the groups 
which automatically come to mind 
when thinking of string quartets. 
Theirs Is no imitation or facsim- 
ile, but a cultivated Individual 
sound. The next performance will 
be eagerly awaited. 
i 
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How wide 
should a 
traditional 
Shetland be? 
'■^-« 
,... * - *» 
• "■:'■'-, 
-sffi 
Soft textures, lighter weight, and subtly blended colourings reminiscent of the heaths and 
moors of northern England, give these Shetlands a distinction that can be achieved by no 
other fabric. Knots neatly and beautifully complements traditional sportswear, blazers 
and suitings. To know all the facts on traditional neckwear write for the free booklet. 
"Tiemanship." Resilio Traditional Neckwear, Empire State Bldg.. NY.. NY.  10001. 
P.S. We say a traditional Shetland should be 3" wide but no slimmer. 
At The UNIVERSITY SHOP 
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11 Get ROTC Grants I LBJ Stays.Firm. 
Eleven students received Army 
Reserve Officer Training Corps 
(.ROTC) scholarships to the Uni- 
versity this year, Including seven 
four-year and four two-year schol- 
arships. 
"This Is an Increase over the 
Army ROTC program at one ofthe 
247 colleges and universities 
throughout the United States which 
have a ROTC detachment. 
Students choose their own field 
of study, the only requirement 
being that they enroll In Army 
ROTC. 
Freshman recipients at the Uni- 
versity and their respective 
major fields of study are: John r. 
Centllle,   political science, Mark 
R. Kessler, chemistry; Deloy C. 
Oberlln, pre-med; Frank T. Tuck- 
er, chemistry, andThomasE. Bat- 
sky, mathematics. 
Sophomore recipient William J. 
Hoffert Is majoring in economic 
geography. 
Junior recipients Include: Bruce 
Y. Pfabe, general business; James 
A. Rupp,general business; James 
M. Slpos, administrative science 
and Edward J.Wyse, history and 
political science. 
American studies Is the major 
chosen by senior recipient James 
M. Hruska. 
Scholarships Include full tuition 
Scholarships Include full tuition. 
'Falconettes, Falcons' Picked 
Thlrty-slx women have been se- 
lected for the Falconettes pre- 
cision skating group. They are; 
Ardlth Paul, Nancy Hell, PaulaDe- 
ger, Linda Reed, 
Cindy Stone, Cindy Gemma, Sue 
Snyder, Donna Dunham, Janice To- 
pe, Phyllis Hendrlx, Patricia 
Smith, Patricia Miller, Deborah 
Deche. 
Janet Davis, Clnthla Wuerfel, 
Ann Schuyler, Jeannlne Patterson, 
Karen Weslell, Ashley Klmbleton, 
Marty Matsko, Peggy Dunberger, 
Kay Magulre, Paulette Gerhardt, 
Denlce Engelland, Luclnda Sheel- 
man, Jane Wegdaskl. 
Kathy   Sigles,   Barbara Gross, 
Janet Shafer, Carale Strosnlder, 
Marylln Belusah, Donna Floretta, 
Tonl Boyton, Jill Treherne, Jean 
Miller, Sue Shelder. 
Anew male skating line has been 
formed this year. Selected for 
the Falcons were James Disbrow, 
Mark Beck, David Neal, Terry 
Vlvlanl, Nick Pasolls, Mark Blak- 
ely. 
James Braley, JohnJeskey, Jack 
we lining, Richard Warner, Tim 
Temple, James Clark, Roger Law- 
rence, James Rice, Tim Zeller. 
This line will be skating on a par 
with the women and will sometimes 
work with the women. 
k 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
•52 M.G.T.D., Classic. Completely 
reconditioned, like new. Taking 
offers. Inquire 220 E. Court St. 
after 5 p.m. 
Brand new apt. 1/2 block from cam- 
pus near Harsh. Now taking appli- 
cations for mature student groups. 
Furnished or unfurnished apt. to 
suit your budget. See at: Univ. 
Cts., 1451 Clough St., or call 352- 
9345. 
'65 Chevy SS convert. Power 
steering, radio, heater. Call 257- 
5641 or 353-3231 after 4:30. 
2 guitars, new, with books. Call 
352-7674 after 4 p.m. 
Must sell new stereo. Westing- 
house. New- diamond needle. Con- 
tact   Bob,   402   K-C,   ext.    3414. 
LOST 
Lost. Boy's class ring. Initials 
D.S.     Call  Karen,  401  Harmon. 
Lost. One cat, answers to name 
of SHMITHY; If found contact Greg, 
rm. 106 Anderson. 
Lost. Silverware, one active - if 
found please return to Slg Ep 
House   -   Golden   Heart   pledges. 
Lost.   Brown frame glasses, green 
leather case. Contact Lynn Stur- 
rock, rm. 449, ext. 3254. RE- 
WARD. 
Lost or taken. Friendly, love- 
able, male cat called "Sam". 
Owned and cherished by the Col. 
John U Hayes family. 127 Lehman. 
354-5075. 
payment of all textbooks and Inci- 
dental fees. The cadet receives 
$50 each month to help cover liv- 
ing expenses. 
Selection Is based on academic 
and physical excellence, college 
entrance board examinations, per- 
sonal qualities, motivation and lea- 
dership potential, active participa- 
tion In sports, school clubs, or 
other   extracurricular  activities. 
Debaters Split 
At Weekend 
Detroit Meet 
The University debate team re- 
turned from the motor City in- 
vitational Debates., held last week- 
end with a 6-6 record. 
The "switch-side" team of Da- 
vid V. Klumpp and Robert M. 
Mlchalskl defeated the University 
of Illinois, and the United States 
feated by Marquette University. 
Taking the negative side, they 
also won over the University of 
Pittsburgh but were defeated by 
Clarion State and West Virginia 
University. 
The affirmative team of Holly 
Ann Herwlck and Roslyn /.ane 
Weedman defeated the University 
of South Dakota and lost to Cap- 
itol University and the University 
of Kentucky. 
The negative team of Richard 
Crable and Greg H. Gardner were 
victorious over Ohio State and 
Western Michigan University but 
were defeated by the Massachu- 
setts Institute of Technology. 
Dan P. Millar, head of foren- 
slcs, considers the 6-6 record a 
good start. "It will let the team 
know where they stand In relation 
to the other schools In the coun- 
try," said Mr. Millar. 
The debates, held In Detroit, 
were attended by 72 schools 
throughout the United States. But- 
ler University won the tournament. 
BUSINESS AND PERSON AL &MtoWnWMHWWMMHttOMHttw 
Elaine P. - I bet you thought I 
would forget you. Never happen. 
Mr. X. 
Candy Drive 
ANNOUNCING—Custom Framing 
and Creative Photography—Call-- 
353-5885. Gary L. Hager Studio's. 
Whatsit like 
to work 
for a giant? 
Depends on the giant. If the 
giant happens to be Ford Motor 
Company, it can be a distinct 
advantage. Sec your placement 
director and make .in appoint- 
ment to see the man from Ford 
when he visits your campus. 
Wc could grow bigger together. 
DATES Of VISITATION 
I i hk< 4 vi< y,K> pk*< 
A. 
¥s 
A candy drive for area or- j:j 
:•: phans is being sponsored this :■: 
':'■ week by the fall pledge class :•: | of Sigma Alpha Epsllon. Boxes * 
:■: for donations will be placed :•: 
v at   all women's dorms and   ';'■ 
Wanted  4 or 5 rm. apt. for 2nd :•: sorority houses.                       •£ 
sem.     Call  419   Harsh.   A., ext. $:                                                    » 
2274. ::;:<v:-x-:-x-x-:vX-x-x-:%%vX-x:v>:vx-W: 
Competent young man.   For 2days       A ****■««»■*    ** *- 
a    week   work.       Contact   R.   L. ATTOliiey    Mil I Ml 
Romk, 141 Troupe, 352-6182. ' 
Need haircut?    Licensed beautl- H8CI60    I iGSIQGIIT 
clan.  Sue in 223 K-B.   Low rates, _#               _            - 
t!H5  Of BG Foundation 
ADPl pledges say:    Hey actives, 
were ya' surprised this morning? Four  men active In University 
......... .-- . affairs were elected directors of 
Anyone having Information con- the Bowling Green University 
cernlng a hlt-sklp accident in Lot Foundation, Inc., last week. 
1 north of Library involving a Bowling Green attorney C. Rich- 
blue Bulck convert (hit) and un- ard Marsn was named president 
known vehicle (skipped), call 354- 0, ^ Foundation, which was es- 
4382 after 4. tabllshed 10 years ago to receive 
"LVZ""V.",rr. ,"V ~JJ and  administer  gifts to the Unl- Alpha XI Delta pledges say   KE verslty.     Mr.   Marsh served  as 
"Magnificent   Seven"   are  great! Foundation vice president last year 
Tnank8! and Is currently president of the 
.         __ .. . ,.— Bowling Green Alumni Assocl- 
Congratulatlons on going  active, atlon 
John.   Alpha Slg Pledges. „    . _ . 
 1 7 _.  Carl Schwyn, of Cygnet, is the 
Kappa Sigma plnmates say:   MAX, «* vice president.   Mr. Schwyn, 
GET  HIGH FOR WINE, WOMEN, a former president of Bowling 
AND SONG Green's Board of Trustees, Is a 
 "  member of the University Devel- 
Congratulatlons   Kathy   and Dion °P"?en' Council.    He Is president 
on your lavallerlng. Sue.     ' ot tne C^1*' Savln«s Bank- 
... ............ .... James E. Hoff, director of'Un- 
THE JUNIOR CLASS SEZ:    GET lverslty relations and alumni re- 
"HOT"   and "HIGH"   FOR  THE latlons  was re-elected secretary 
"GREAT" BONFIRE!!! and   Paul   E.   Moyer,  University 
-- ----  treasurer, will continue as Foun- 
Glrls!     Look Into the opportunl- datlon treasurer. 
ties offered to a UnitedI Air Lines ^     ms  ^         t      lyen , 
STK-wti uTT ,?" ^ "»   University  are  allocated by 11s Lebo   United A^r Lines Cam- tbe foundatlon for research, schol- 
?"?—!!!".               "*       -       ' arshlps and other educational pro- 
v."eVmnr.11" wt"T"o grams.    Purposes of the founda- 
?.:...:.^                 1C!    SaV°na- ll°".   "M* ** chartered by  the 
nZIHT"aS\~ * iL.JLl'"'"        " State   of   Ohio   as   a non-profit, 
5£2? £? Z               '°rDeVe7* tax-exempt, organization, Include 
...*..J       ?.    .L°.      _Bf    *• developing and advancing the Un- 
Bill .11 IVll   uTIIlZ     IT lverslty   and Improving and ex- Blue Ash Hash:   32 wishes happy temUn/ ,„,  ,££% properties, 
and activities. 
WASHINGTON(AP)-Aweekend of demonstration has ended In Wash*M 
lngton as President Johnson soundly reaffirmed his stand in Vietnam 
Thousands of pickets marched on the Pentagon resulting In 680 ar-l 
rests and 47 persons Injured. 
Johnson's address Monday to the 18th Triennial Conference of the 
International Federation of Commercial, Clerical and Technical Work- 
ers gave the appearance of a reply to the marchers urging the U- 
nlted States  to abandon the fight in Vietnam. 
The   president   said   those   who   started  the   Vietnam  war "cllnel 
stubbornly  to the belief that their  aggression will be rewarded-b™ 
our frustration, our Impatience, our unwillingness to stay the course.' 
Then he added, "It will not be so." 
"Peace and stability will come to Asia," Johnson said, "only when 
the  aggressors know that  they cannot take another people's land byfl 
force." 
The State Department declined any official comment on the Impact 
which   peace   demonstrations   here   and  abroad might have on U, 
policy In Vietnam. 
The demonstration Itself dwindled away to a couple of pickets earl-l 
y Monday, and the 27,000 workers in the Pentagon returned normally 
to their jobs. 
The Pentagon said the 2500 troops called In to defend the building 
have departed,  but  90 persons were kept busy during the day clean- 
<ng the grounds of the  16 tons of debris left by the demonstrators. 
Court Has Full Day 
Traffic Court met Monday with 
a docket of cases and two new 
student associate prosecuting at- 
torneys. 
Tbe two associate prosecutors 
are Gary R. Cooper and David A. 
Welner of the newly-formed Bowl- 
ing Green Law Society. They will 
assist Edward J. Cox, court pros- 
ecuting attorney, with the cases. 
In the first case JamesD. Traph- 
agen was charged by University 
police with illegal parking, his 
second offense, in the no parking 
zone at the Ice Arena. Traph- 
agen defended himself pleading not 
guilty. He said that he later 
found that the area where he was 
parked Is not considered an ill- 
egal parking area as yet by the 
University police. The court al- 
lowed him continuance of his case 
until he could provide more 
evidence in his favor. 
Herbert J. Lanese defended him- 
self on the charge of the Improper 
display of his parking decal. The) 
decal was placed on the rear win- 
dow but police regulations state 
that the decal should be on tW 
right of the license plate. Llanese 
was found guilty and charged $5 
fine. 
Sue E. Wilson pleaded guilty to an 
Improper display of decal and 
failure to remove last year's de- 
cal. The court found her guilty 
and charged her $3 fine excluding 
$2 court costs. 
Richard S. Aronoff defended 
Warren G. Russell on a double 
parking charge In West Fraternity 
Row on the west side of the drive, 
This violation was causing a traf- 
fic hazard. Russell entered a 
plea of not guilty. Aronoff sum- 
moned Darius L. Bledsoe and Dan* 
lei M. Anstine as witnesses to 
establish his case. The court 
found Russell not guilty. 
- Hewsline - 
Questions moy be phoned in to the News office or may be sub- 
mitted by mail. News office is located in 104 University Hall 
and can be reached on either extension 3344 or 3383. Student 
name and address must be included with all questions, but only 
initials will be used in the News. 
Will students be getting mid-term grades this year? 
(G.M.) 
Word from the Registrar's Office is that mid-term grades 
are due on the 17th of November and will be mailed out the 
following week. Better get to work, G.M. 
Who won the Mississippi-Georgia game last Saturday? 
(K.B.) 
Newsline   assumes   It   was   Georgia; if not,  It  was an upset. 
Is there a chess club on campus?    (R.S.) 
Reply  from the Student   Activities Office is that there is not y|| 
a chess club on camius yet. Maybe you can start the Idea rolling, 
or Jumping or whatever those pawns do. 
When is John Davidson coming to campus? Really? 
(J.R.) 
John   Davidson   will   perform  at  8:15 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 29, 
In tbe Grand Ballroom, according to the Student Activities Office. *■ | 
What is the ratio of graduate to undergraduate students 
at Bowling Green State University?    (Q.U.) 
Undergraduate students outnumber the graduate students 10-1, 
is the information from the Registrar's Office. 
Why   do  we  pay   salaries  of  professors  who  do research 
and then we are taught by graduate students?    (D.H.) 
Direct word from Dr. Paul Leedy, provost and vice president 
of academic affairs, is that "since one of the functions of a un- 
iversity is the support of research, it Is only natural that we pay 
some professors for doing research. One mean of recruiting 
college faculties for the future is through the use of graduate 
students as classrooom teachers. •"! 
"Two false assumptions underlie the question submitted: (1) 
that is we didn't pay a faculty member for research, he would 
replace graduate students In the classroom; (2) that graduate 
students are inferior teachers. 
"Neither assumption is necessarily true. Many graduate stu- 
dents are good teachers; by the same token, some regular faculty 
members are poor teachers." 
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•Pollster's See Second MAC Win 
•Poge 7 
G Favored For Dad's Day 
This Week's Games TOM HINE 
Sports Editor 
DAN WILLOBY JOHN VORNHOLT VIKKI WHORTON ERNIE POLLOCK 
Miami at BG Miami BG BG B.C. B.G. Kent State at Toledo Toledo Toledo Toledo Toledo Kent State Marshall at Western Mich. Western Mich Western Mich Western Mich. Western Mich. Western Mich. 
Ohio U. at Dayton OhloU Dayton Dayton Dayton Dayton 
Illinois at Ohio State Ohio State Ohio State Illinois Ohio State Ohio State 
Purdue at Iowa Purdue Purdue Purdue Purdue Purdue 
Texas Tech. at S.M.U. SMU SMU SMU SMU SMU Alabama at Clemson Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama Alabama 
Stanford at Army Arm;' Army Stanford Army Army 
Houston at Miss. Houston Houston Houston Houston Houston 
Indiana at Arizona Indiana Indiana Indiana Indiana Arizona 
Michigan at Minn. Minn. Michigan Michigan Michigan Minn. 
Michigan St. at Notre Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame 
Navy at Pittsburgh Navy Navy Navy Navy Navy 
Musklngum at Ohio Northern Musklngum Musklngum Musklngum Musklngum Musklngum 
Penn. St. at Syracuse Syracuse Penn St. Syracuse Syracuse Suracuse 
Southern Cal at Oregon Southern Cal Southern Cal Southern Cal. Southern Cal Southern Cal 
Cornell at Yale Cornell Cornell Yale Yale Cornell 
Colorado at Air Force Colorado St. Colorado St. Air Force Colorado St. Air Force 
Colgate at Brown Colgate Brown Brown Brown Colgate 
Willoby Returns 
(For Third Tme 
i. Dan   Willoby   makes his third 
« Appearance of the season in the 
Ipoll as he had a 16-4 record for 
la total of 32-8 
Tom Hlne, sports editor, seems 
Ito have run Into some difficulty ■but due to popular demand con- 
tinues his weekly picks. 
Joining   Willoby and Hlne  this 
eek will be John Vornholt, Vlkkl 
IWharton, and Ernie Pollock. 
Weismann Out 
For Season 
t> Sophomore Fred Weismann, who 
I was Injured In the Bowling Green- 
lOhlo State soccer match Saturday, |underwent surgery Monday for a 
I cheekbone fractured In three plac- |es. 
Weismann was downed In the 
I third quarter of the game, and was 
[removed to the University llospl- 
I "A at Ohio State. 
Coach Mickey Cochrane was In 
Itouch with Fred shortly after his 
I operation on Monday, and reports 
[that there were no complications, 
lit Is doubtful however, that Wels- 
I mann will return this season, be- 
cause protective headgear Is not 
hermuted In soccer. 
rved WeiMMnn 
Ticket Plans    | 
For Dad's Day | 
'• Tickets will be on sale the :•:• 
1
':'■': remainder of this week for the •:•: 
jo. Dad's Day game with Miami :j:j 
::: this Saturday.   Special "Dad's >:• 
ivDay" tickets may be pur- £ 
IS chased for $3.50 each and g 
I :•: allow the holder to sit any- v |:v' where In the special student :|: 
| & areas. $< 
f'j? Students may also purchase » 
I v student guest tickets for $2.50 X; |>;: each.    These are to be used •:■: 
iv by guests of student age and x 
H cannot   be  used by parents. S 
I^X-X'X'X'X'X'X^X'X'X'XvX'X'XvX-X-X 
i 
How to turn a 14-year-old boy 
into a hardened criminal. 
Just forget your keys in your 
car one day. 
Tempt some fourteen-year-old 
boy into going for a joyride. 
Oh, he could be a good kid - 
just weak. 
And taking your car might be 
the first time he's ever broken 
the law. 
But the minute lie hops behind 
that wheel and turns the key, 
his life may IK* ruined. 
He'll drive around for a few 
hours, endangering the life of ever)' 
man, woman and child who crosses 
his path. 
He might be caught the very 
first time he takes a car. Or if he's 
not caught by the police he'll leave 
your car somewhere and decide 
to do it again, and again, until the 
day he docs get caught. 
Teen-agers steal more than 
1 ,(XX) cars every day. 
The U. S. Department of 
Justice and your 
law-enforcement 
concerned. 
• state and local J* S 
it agencies are  V,' 
They know that taking a car 
for a joyride is just the first step. 
Our prisons are filled with men 
who started out this way. They 
went on to become thieves, 
muggers, and even killers. 
You can do something to help 
«*^ solve this terrible problem. 
1 
ft 
9 
Don t help a good boy go bad. Lock your car. I Take your keys 
Sponsored by B-G News 
Whenever you get out of your 
car, even for a second, take 
your keys. Lock your car. 
Every time you do this you 
may keep a good 
boy from going bad. 
■m 
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Wafer Polo 
To Bowling 
Water   Polo at Bowling Green? 
That's right. Waterpolo Is com- 
ing to Bowling Green. It's been 
here for a few weeks, but only 
on an Intramural basis. However, 
before the year Is out It Is planned 
to be on an Intercollegiate sche- 
dule. 
The plans are to set It up on 
a club status, such as the one hock- 
y Is now under. It will not In 
any way be affiliated with the Mid 
American Conference. 
Swimming Coach Tom Stubbs 
started up the Water polo as a 
conditioner for his swimmers, but 
the Idea Is working so well that 
he plans to keep It going. 
So   far   four  teams  have   been 
Coming    Frosh Booters Top 
Ohio State JV's, 5-1 Green playing each other In a round ro- bin. All-stars will be selected 
from these four teams and will 
play Ohio State In a match sche- 
duled for November 10. 
Swimming season will then In- 
terrupt the schedule then until 
March 30 when the tankers will 
then resume water )>olo. 
At present seven team-; have 
been set up for a water polo 
league. They are: Ohio State, 
Kenyon, Ohio Wesleyan, Miami, 
Ohio University, Denlson, and 
Howling Green. 
Next year It Is hoped that a 
regular team can be formed to 
take over during the swimming 
season. 
SET FOR SHOT -- A member of the Bowling Green swimming 
team is shown here getting ready for a shot at the goal in water 
polo. (Photo by Pete Hess). 
Three Way Tie 
In MAC Chase 
By GAKY DAVIS 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Probably the only consolation to 
the varsity soccer teams' loss to 
Ohio State, came when the frosh 
booters drubbed the hosts junior 
varsity, 5-1. 
In rolling to their first win of 
the season, the freshmen booters 
of coach Jack Hess, rolled up 
Impressive edges In all depart- 
ments. The victory leaves the 
squad's record at 1-2, with three 
encounters remaining. 
Three Falcons hit the scoring 
column, providing the Birds, with 
a 5-0 lead before the Buckeyes 
lone tally with only 1.47 left In 
the final quarter. 
Mitch Beer and Dlkron Hazlr- 
Jlan added a pair of goals to the 
Falcons' cause, the latter getting 
an assist to his credit. George 
Crandall rounded out the scoring 
with his first tally of the campaign. 
The hosts were limited to under 
two shots |>er quarter, by a spir- 
ited freshman defense. "The de- 
fense was tremendous," said Jack 
Hess. " We switched to that of 
the varsity Instead of tlie tripod," 
he explained. 
The freshman wasted no time 
In getting on the scoreboard, as 
Hazlrjlan fired In his first goal 
at 2:57 of the opening period. 
Except for one fast break by the 
Buckeyes,   the   action   was   com- 
pletely dominated by the young 
EalCOOS. Kour corner kicks kept 
the hosts In trouble. 
The second period was a stand- 
still after Mitch Beer landed his 
first goal at 4.40 of the action, 
but the Birds sprang to life In 
the third rolling to a 8-1 edge 
In shooting. Beer drilled In a 
rebound  for his  second  tally   at 
an 
of 
9:57 ol the quarter. 
George Crandall booted In 
assist by Hazlrjlan at 6.34 
the final quarter, handing the Fal- 
cons a 4-0 lead. Dlkron came 
back himself only 33 seconds later 
to add the squads' fifth goal. The fJ 
frosh failed to ease up and kept 
the Bucks on edge with four 
straight corner kicks. 
Nyitray Honored 
As Top Backman 
There's something familiar a- 
l>out the Mid-American Conference 
football standings again this week. 
After the dust settled on last Sat- 
urday's contests, three teams 
found themselves deadlocked In a 
first place tie with Identical 3-1 
conference records. 
And what's more, It's liable to 
stay that way for another week 
unless the so-called underdogs 
come through with some surprises 
this week. Western Michigan, 
which went Into last Saturday's 
action with a 3-0 MAC mark, slip- 
ped Into the tie with Toledo and 
Miami when the surging Toledo 
Rockets bombarded the Broncos, 
35-0. Miami gained Its third con- 
ference - win by fighting off a 
second half Ohio rally to win, 
22-15. 
quarterback John Schneider of 
Toledo, the league's leader In pas- 
lng and total offense, engineered 
a surprisingly easy win over WMU. 
He hit on 9 of 13 passes for 85 
yards and rushed for another 70 
Including an 11-yard TD scamper. 
Teammate Roland Moss, 215-pound 
tailback, rushed for 171 yards on 
29 carries, 157 yards coming In 
the first half. His performance 
boosted him to second place be- 
hind Miami's Al Moore In con- 
ference rushing. 
At Oxford, the amazing Mr. 
Moore turned In an awesome per- 
form nice, as the 190-pound senior 
lugged  the ball 36 times for 232 
yards, Including a 73-yard scoring 
run In the game's waning minutes 
to pull the Redskins from behind. 
The  36 carries and 232 yards are 
both new school records atM'.am:. 
Moore, who has averaged 6.4yards 
per carry In his four MAC games, 
has now rushed for over 100 yards 
In his last three outings. 
MAC GRID STANDINGS 
W    L     T 
3      1      0 Toledo 
Miami 
West. Mich 
Ohio 
B.C. 
Kent State 
Marshall 
Perry's 
The Difference 
Jim Perry, the Falcons 
place kicker, may not see 
much action and may not 
bother too many coaches, but 
there Is one coach In the MAC 
that will be glad to see him 
go . . . Leo Strang, of Kent 
State. 
Two years ago It was BG 
over Kent 7-6. Yep, that's 
right It was Jim Perry's ex- 
tra point which won the game 
and again this year It was 
Jim Perry. 
1     -    - 
. 
Jim Perry (29) 
I'.J. Nyitray returned to form as 
the field general of the Falcons 
and It earned him the honor of 
Mr. Back of the week. Nyitray, 
having his troubles all season, 
turned In a solid performance last 
Saturday and led the Falcons to 
a 7-6 upset win over the Gold- 
en Flashes of Kent State. 
However, Nyitray was hard 
pressed for his Mr. Back honors. 
Eddie Colettl played his first game 
of the season, returning from a 
leg injury, and picked up 21 yards 
In Just five carries. This led 
coach Gibson to say, "Colettl Is 
ready for more action. He will 
play someplace this week, I don't 
know where,  but  he   will play." 
Also Sophomore halfback Bol 
/.lmpfer picked up 110 yards rush- 
ing this week to give Nyitray ser 
lous contention for the honor. 
Joe Pearce picked off his third 
interception of the seasons to re- 
ceive the Mr. Interception honor. 
Pearce has returned the three in- 
terceptions for a total of 25 yards. 
For his excellent job on the of- 
fensive line, Chet Boyer was a- 
warded the Mr. Block of the week 
honor. On the defensive line, 
Larry Smith, another I .iIcon 
forced to sit some of the season 
out because of an Injury, won the 
Mr. Tackle award. 
In the statistics department, Bob 
^lmpfer is leading the team In 
rushing with a total of 271 yards 
In 69 carries for an average of 
3.9 yards per carry. 
Nytray has completed 31 of 75 
passing attempts for 367 yards 
and one touchdown. Eddie Jones 
has caught 15 passes for 195 yards 
to lead that department. 
Fred Mat hews continues to lead 
the team In scoring with 12 points. 
Chet Boyer 
Lorry Smith 
Gas pains relieved by 
Lou-LaRiche, 
Volkswagen 
"Service - Sales" 
920 Plazo at Kt. 224 East 
(opp. Findlay Shopping Ctr.) 
Findlay, Ohio 
Ph. 422-6424 
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What's a wild, new 
snack that takes 
30 seconds to make, 
needs' no refrigeration, 
comes complete 
with nothing to wash, 
and can be stored 
in a dormitory 
for 63 years? 
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